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Abstract

This paper presents a methodology for integrating synthetic objects into real scenes. We take a set of photographs of

the real scene and build a simple image-based model. We use high dynamic range images to build an accurate

representation of the lighting in the scene. Then we insert a synthetic object into the model and compute its illumination

and shading using the lighting information. Illumination changes produced by the synthetic object are also applied to

real-scene objects located nearby. We show how easy it is to achieve photo-realistic results without specialized

hardware. Our approach takes advantage of techniques like automatic camera calibration, high dynamic range image

capture and image-based lighting.
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1. Introduction

Obtaining photo-realistic synthetic images is one of

the main objectives of Computer Graphics. The com-

plexity of the objects that make up the real world is the

main problem in attaining such realism [1]. A family of

techniques capable of creating photo-realistic images

uses photographs to build synthetic models. Such

models made of photographs allow processing and

rendering of new synthetic views. These techniques are

known as image-based rendering. Several well-known

computer graphics techniques follow this principle:

textures, warping, morphing [2], reflection mapping [3],

and light fields [4]. One of the advantages of image-

based modeling and rendering is the possibility of

combining synthetic and real-world models. Such

models can be applied to the production of images and

animated sequences for cinema, advertising, virtual

reality, augmented reality and other applications.

Cinema has been the driving force of this kind of

techniques. Optical compositing in early films has

evolved into blue-screening, commonly used at present,

not only in cinema but also in TV. Another critical

application is the field of augmented reality. This

technology is used to improve the sensorial perception

of human operators. Application areas are telemedicine,

microsurgery, entertainment and remote machine opera-

tion, among others [5].

There are three problems related to the production of

augmented reality systems [6]:

* geometry correspondence: the camera parameters of

the virtual objects have to match the camera

parameters of the real scene,
* illumination correspondence: the virtual objects must

be lit as if they were in the real scene; they also have

to cast shadows, and
* temporal correspondence: the virtual object must

move consistently with its environment.

The technique presented in this work shares most of

the requirements of augmented reality. Our main goal is

to present a technique for integrating synthetic objects in

a real scene. An additional goal is to obtain a result as

realistic as possible. To simplify the problem, however,

we focus on the generation of still images from static

scenes. That is, we do not take into consideration the

problem of guaranteeing temporal correspondence.
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Our paper is organized as follows. First, we survey

previous work in image-based models and their con-

struction techniques. Then, we present a few techniques

that we use later as building blocks of our system.

Afterwards, we give a step-by-step description of our

method. We use a working example throughout the

paper, and present several images of both partial and

final results. Our last section presents some conclusions

and several ideas for future work.

2. Previous work

For many years the production of photo-realistic

images and animated sequences has been the driving

force of Computer Graphics research [1]. Traditional

models represent the objects in a scene using a

description of their geometry. Recent models, however,

employ images instead of geometry to accurately

represent the light in a scene. Such models are known

as image-based models, and several well-known Com-

puter Graphics techniques are based on them: textures,

warping, morphing, reflection mapping, and light fields.

Image-based models have the advantage that they can

easily integrate synthetic models with images obtained

from the real-world. Several authors have tried to

achieve this goal [7–9]. However, they reconstruct the

geometry of the real scene, instead of storing an image-

based representation. Such approaches are expensive

and require a lot of user interaction. For example, in [7]

the geometry is reconstructed using a panoramic image

of the environment, built from a number of photo-

graphs. The user has to define correspondence points

between the images, and the topology of the polygons in

the scene, assisted by a semi-automatic photogram-

metric system.

Augmented Reality (AR) systems also require the

integration of synthetic and real-world graphics data.

The goal of AR is to improve the perception of reality of

a human operator by attaching some information to an

image of a real scene. Application areas of AR are

telemedicine, microsurgery, entertainment and remote

machine operation, among others [5,10]. The work

presented in [6] reconstructs the scene by means of an

automatic method based on omni-directional stereo

images. Given two images with a known position, the

method extracts some feature points from the image and

recovers a rough calculation of the scene, in the form of

a triangular mesh. The main problem of this method is

that it requires a fisheye lens. A different method applied

to augmented reality can be found in [11] and a method

applied to video sequences in [12].

A problem in systems that integrate synthetic objects

in real-world scenes is the accurate simulation of the

lighting in the scene. One of the first papers that dealt

with this problem was [13], where the user had to

determine the position of the sun when the photo-

graph was taken, in order to compute the shadows

cast by the synthetic buildings. Some special effects

professionals have developed ad hoc tools that capture

light-source positions and model them in rendering

systems [14]. Another method to simulate this effect

projects the outline of the object along an arbitrary

user-selected projection direction. Then, a percentage of

the original pixel values in the photograph is subtracted

for those pixels where the projection hits [15]. The

success of this method relies exclusively on the skills of

the user.

The work reported in [16] allows interactive synthetic

relighting and remodeling of real environments. This

includes removing real lights or objects, and adding

virtual ones. They take two sets of photographs, one to

recover the geometry of the scene using photogram-

metric methods, and the other to estimate the reflectance

of the surfaces of the scene. This second set of

photographs is taken from the same viewpoint while

moving a known light source around the scene. Then,

they apply a radiosity algorithm in order to simulate

light interactions between the surfaces. This method is

difficult to apply to outdoor scenes.

Recently, Gibson [17] presented a system for integrat-

ing synthetic objects into photographs at interactive

rates. He uses an Open GL rendering pipeline to

simulate the shadows produced by the synthetic objects

and to illuminate them with the light present in the real

scene. The main problem of this solution is that it

ignores inter-reflections between synthetic objects, and

between these objects and the real-world scene.

3. Discussion

The main problem of current systems is that they

require a lot of user interaction. Typical approaches

work by trial and error, thus requiring a lot of time and

effort. An example is the definition of light-source

parameters in the real scene, which is crucial for the final

result. Also, users suffer from lack of help when building

the geometric environment that models the scene where

the synthetic objects are to be placed.

Our work tries to address most of these problems and

provide sensible solutions to them. Our goal is a system

that allows us to easily insert synthetic objects into a real

scene. To achieve this goal we propose a set of steps that

requires almost no specialized, expensive or hard to find

equipment, like a special camera, a custom lens system,

or a 3D scanner. Our methodology is based on the work

presented in [18] by Debevec. Debevec’s work provides

the best ratio between quality and technical require-

ments. The drawback of his technique is that the

synthetic objects cannot influence the distant scene,

which is the part of the environment furthest from the
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objects. We propose in this paper a few ideas on how to

solve this problem for both static scenes and animated

sequences.

4. Background

Our work integrates several techniques into a single

application. The application allows us to embed a

synthetic object into a real scene without a lot of

user interaction. This section presents a few basic

components that build the application. Those compo-

nents are useful to obtain quickly some very impressive

results.

The technique shown in this paper has two different

phases: the capture stage and the rendering stage. In the

capture stage most of the work is manually done by the

user. The rendering phase, however, is almost comple-

tely automated.

4.1. Camera calibration

One of the premises for having a photo-realistic result

is to obtain a very precise model of the real scene. This

model will be used later for integrating the synthetic

object into the real scene, that is, to establish geometric

correspondence. Camera calibration is very important

for any Computer Vision technique that uses images to

extract metric information. It computes the parameters

of the camera at the moment of taking the photograph.

Recently, the Computer Vision community has pro-

duced several results in automatic camera calibration

[19]. Those results are divided into two families:

photogrammetric calibration and self-calibration.

Photogrammetric calibration uses a set of photographs

of a calibration object. Self-calibration requires only the

information provided by the scene. Although self-

calibration is more flexible, it cannot always produce

reliable results, mainly because it has too many

parameters to estimate.

We use photogrammetric calibration. Typical

calibration objects are made of two or three planes

orthogonal to each other, with a known geometric

pattern drawn on them. This technique results in very

precise estimations.

Fig. 1 shows four photographs used to calibrate the

camera we used to build our real-scene model. The

calibration object is a 2D set of squares, printed with a

laser printer on a piece of paper.

Our application uses the Intels OpenCV library [20] to

compute the camera parameters. The Open Source

Computer Vision Library is an open library that

provides basic functions for implementing computer

vision applications. The Visual Interactivity Group in

Intel’s Microprocessor Research Lab initiated the

development of the library in 1999 and has made several

releases since then. The goal of this library is to establish

an open source vision community and provide a site

where the distributed efforts of the community can be

collected. The library is intended for use by researchers

as well as commercial software developers.

The use of this library releases the user from the tasks

of measuring the scene and marking the positions of the

calibration object. The application finds the calibration

Fig. 1. Photographs used for calibration.
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object automatically, then returns the original camera

position and the cameras internal parameters (focal

distance, distortions of the lenses, etc.).

4.2. High dynamic range images

Conventional capture devices, such as film or digital

cameras, present a nonlinear behavior when digitizing

full-range radiance values into pixel values. If the value

of a pixel is double the value of another pixel, it is

unlikely that the luminous energy of the scene measured

at the first pixel will be double the luminous energy

measured at the second one [21].

On the other hand, the image captured by a

photograph is a poor sample of the light present in the

real scene. Phenomena like saturation, development,

digitization and others alter the measure of the light in

the scene, and a lot of luminous information is lost.

Furthermore, the dynamic range (the maximum value

divided by the minimum) is much lower in those devices

than in a real scene. Typically, we can only use 256 levels

of intensity to represent several orders of magnitude of

quantity of light. The net result is that in those scenes

with high radiance variability (i.e., a room with a

window), a single image cannot show the details of the

brightest and the dimmest zones.

In order to achieve photo-realism, we must acquire as

precisely as possible the light in the real scene. This is

particularly true near the future placement of the

synthetic objects. Debevec presented a technique for

capturing a high dynamic range image of a scene using

several photographs of a mirrored ball taken with

different shutter speeds [21].

In Fig. 2 we show three images of the reflective

sphere we used to create the high dynamic range

image. Those images were taken at speeds of 1/100,

1/25 and 1 s, respectively. The image shown at the

bottom right position is the resulting high dynamic

range image. It has a greater pixel depth than the

original photographs, although it cannot be shown here,

since paper and the screen do not have enough levels of

color. Therefore, the high dynamic range image has

more information about the light present in the scene.

This image will be used later to light the synthetic

objects. There are two free available tools used for

creating high dynamic range images: mkhdr and HDR

Shop, at [3]. In Section 5.1, we give some advice on how

to shoot those photographs.

Fig. 2. Constructing a high dynamic range image.
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4.3. RADIANCE

The goal of photo-realism cannot be achieved if the

synthetic objects do not look real, so a global illumina-

tion rendering system is needed. Besides, a system that

can handle high dynamic range images as input for

lighting synthetic objects is needed. There are a number

of commercial rendering systems that are capable of

managing high dynamic range images. On the other

hand, a low cost system is desirable in order to increase

the number of potential users of this technique. So we

restrict ourselves to either a free or an inexpensive

rendering system. All of these restrictions lead us to the

RADIANCE rendering system [22].

RADIANCE is a suite of programs for the analysis

and visualization of lighting design. It is more than a

rendering system, it is also a set of tools for simulating

the behavior of the light. The results of the simulation

are high dynamic radiance maps, but they may also be

displayed as color images, numerical values or contour

plots.

RADIANCE is used by architects and engineers to

predict illumination, visual quality and appearance of

innovative design spaces. It is also used by researchers to

evaluate new lighting and daylighting techniques.

This tool is based on stochastic ray tracing, and it is

licensed at no cost to users for non-commercial use. The

source code is available as well. The home page of the

project can be found at [23].

5. Methodology

This section describes step by step the techniques used

to render the images shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Debevec

[18] defines the process in terms of three components: a

distant scene, a local scene and a set of synthetic objects.

The distant scene sends light to the other two. It

represents the illumination of the real scene that arrives

near the place where the synthetic objects are to be

inserted. The local scene is the part of the real scene

whose appearance will be affected by the inclusion of the

synthetic objects.

The user has to provide some information about the

distant scene. She has to give an approximation of its

geometry and she has to capture the light it radiates.

This light will be represented by means of a high

dynamic range image, as shown in Fig. 2. The method of

capturing the light in the scene is studied in the next

section. It is not necessary to model the effect of light in

the distant scene because it will not be modified.

However, geometry and material properties of the local

scene are both needed in order to simulate it in the

rendering system. The local scene is usually reduced to

the plane that will support the synthetic objects.

Fig. 3 shows the steps that must be followed in order

to integrate synthetic objects and real scenes in our

system. Every step of the process will be explained in the

following sections. The incoming arrows in a process

define its information inputs and, therefore, impose a

temporal order on the execution.

The user must provide two initial inputs to the

application: a number of photographs and the model

and materials of the synthetic objects. The photographs

must be shot taking into account the information given

in the following section. A more detailed version of this

process can be found in [24].

5.1. Photographic session and calibration

This step has a direct impact on the quality of the final

image, so it is worth planning the session carefully. In

this section, we describe what needs to be done to obtain

an acceptable level of quality.

The goals of the photographic session are: obtaining

the background image that will be used for digital

compositing, acquiring the images needed in order to

recover the positions of the camera and taking the

photographs to build the distant scene. To achieve them

we use a camera (digital if possible), a tripod, a mirrored

ball and a calibration template.

The first phase consists in taking several photographs

of the calibration template, from different positions and

orientations, as shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of these

photographs is to calibrate the camera, i.e., to compute

the position and intrinsic parameters of the camera. In

order to achieve this, the photographs have to be as clear

as possible, so it is advised that a tripod or a fast shutter

speed be used. It is also advised not to change the zoom

of the camera in the process. A number of photographs

Fig. 3. Information flow in our system.
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greater than five is a good idea, with the purpose of

reducing the errors of estimation.

The last two photographs have to be taken from the

same viewpoint, so we must use a tripod. Before

shooting the second photo, the calibration template

must be removed from the scene. This second photo-

graph will be used as background image, and will be

composed with the synthetic objects.

Afterwards, the real light that arrives at the point in

the scene where the synthetic objects will appear must be

captured. Following the steps given in [21] and [18],

several photographs of a mirrored sphere are shot. Two

directions 901 apart are used in order to delete the

camera (and the photographer) from the final image.

The result of these photographs will be a light probe,

which is a high dynamic range image that maps each

incoming direction from the scene to a pixel in the

image. That is, the light probe stores a value of

irradiation for each incoming direction from the real

scene into the center of the sphere.

In order to achieve the quality required in this phase,

we have found that the following advice is useful in

capturing the light probe:

* Both positions of the capture have to be equidistant

to the sphere.
* One of those positions must be near the viewing

direction of the background photograph.
* The mirrored ball should not modify visibly the scene

(i.e., casting shadows, etc.).
* Use a large zoom to reduce the perspective distortion.
* The camera must not move during the session.
* Note down the parameters of the camera for each

shot (shutter speed, aperture, etc.). These parameters

can also be obtained through the EXIF information

provided by the digital camera in the JPEG file [25].

There are a number of problems that can arise after

the construction of the high dynamic range image. For

instance, it can happen that the borders in the image

look blur. This may happen because the camera moved

while taking the photographs. If there is no chance of

repeating the photographic session, it is necessary to

register the images, in order to make them match. It

would be ideal to find an automatic registration

algorithm, but we find that the existing techniques fail

when registering high shutter speed images (too dark) or

low shutter speed images (too bright). Another problem

is that strange shadows may appear in the image. This is

usually due to some of the images used to compile the

high dynamic range image containing an object that

does not appear in the others. This shadow can be

deleted by the same process that we explain later for

removing the camera. Finally, unexpected colors may

appear in the image. If those colors appear near very

bright areas (i.e. windows) the problem is likely to be

that the highest shutter speed selected was too low to

acquire the details of such areas. The only solution is to

repeat the session. Once the photographs have been

shot, and the two high dynamic range images have been

built, the user must remove the camera and any other

artifacts from the images. To do so she must follow these

steps: (i) rotate the image that is furthest from the view

direction of the background image until both images

match; (ii) substitute the part of the image that has not

been rotated where the camera is seen by the same part

of the rotated image (the camera is not there); and (iii)

apply a panoramic transformation in order to create a

light probe from a mirrored ball image. All of these steps

can be carried out in Debevec’s HDR Shop.

An estimation of the geometry of the real scene will be

needed later. This geometry can be as simple as a box of

the size of the scene, so it is necessary to note down that

information during the photographic session.

Then, our application creates a 3D global reference

system from the photographs taken in the first part of

the session. The user only has to provide the number and

size of the squares in the calibration template. Fig. 4

shows the coordinate system over a photograph. The

position of the synthetic objects and local scene must be

defined later in that coordinate system.

Once the calibration has been done, the background

photograph will be corrected in order to remove the

effects of the lens distortion. The results of this step are:

* Intrinsic matrix of the camera during the session;
* Extrinsic matrix of each photograph (position and

view direction with respect to the global coordinate

system);
* Corrected background image.

5.2. Distant scene

The goal of this step is to create a light-based model of

the surroundings of the scene. This light environment

will be used later by RADIANCE to illuminate the local

scene and the synthetic objects. The user has to provide

a rough calculation of the geometry of the scene, and

several parameters in order to define the mapping of the

light onto the geometry.

Fig. 5 shows the parameters that define the distant

scene geometry, and the registration of the light probe to

the geometry. OM is the origin defined in the calibration

process (see Fig. 4) and OR is the origin of the world of

RADIANCE, where the geometry is to be defined. The

user has to provide:

* Volume of the environment (height, width, depth);
* Position of calibration origin, OM ; (see Fig. 4) with

respect to OR;
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* Angle between axis Y defined in the calibration

process (origin in OM ) and axis Y ; as defined in OR.
* Angle between axis Y defined by the calibration

process, and V1: V1 is the direction defined by the

central pixel of the light probe (see Fig. 2).

All this information lets RADIANCE render virtual

objects with the light present at that point of the real

scene. Note that these parameters do not need to be very

accurate.

The result of this step is an image-based model of the

real light that arrives at the point where the synthetic

objects are to be inserted.

5.3. Local scene

The user has to define the local scene, that is, the part

of the real scene that will be modified by the synthetic

objects. Our application lets the user define a flat

polygon in the plane Z ¼ 0 by drawing its vertices on

the background photograph (see Fig. 6). Given the

intrinsic and extrinsic matrices that define the projection

of the real world in the background image, the 3D point

that intersects the Z ¼ 0 plane with a pixel can be

reconstructed.

Fig. 7 shows the process, where:

* p is the pixel selected by the user,
* P is the 3D point to be reconstructed on the Z ¼ 0

plane,
* ?CS represent the World, Image and Camera

Coordinate Systems,
* VP is the viewing position,
* PP is the principal point on the image,
* f is the focal length,
* dx; dy are the horizontal and vertical distances from

PP to p; and
* y; f are the angular distances from PP to p.

The extrinsic matrix computed during the calibration

process for the background image defines the position

and orientation of the camera with respect to the WCS.

Those parameters convert the WCS into the CCS; in

Fig. 5. Parameters for image registration.

Fig. 4. Result of the calibration step.
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order to compute the position of the objects in the scene

with respect to the camera. Those parameters are a

rotation matrix and a translation vector. They can be

described by the following equation:

XC ¼ R � XW þ T ;

where XC ; XW : point P in CCS and WCS; respectively,
and R the rotation matrix, T the translation vector.

What we need is to define the position and orientation

of the camera with respect the world coordinate system,

that is

XW ¼ R0 � XC þ T 0:

The new rotation matrix and translation vector are:

R0 ¼ RT ;

T 0 ¼ �RT � T :

This equation says that the perspective projection center

(origin of CCS) is at T ; with respect to the world

coordinate system. From the original rotation matrix, R;
the following information can be obtained:

r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33

2
64

3
75
-RIGHT vector

-UP vector

-VIEW vector

Therefore, the camera is in the world coordinates T ; it is
looking in the direction defined by the third row of the

rotation matrix R; and its UP direction is given by the

second row of R. In order to compute the 3D point in

the plane Z ¼ 0 from the pixel given by the user, the line

that passes through the perspective projection center

and the pixel must be found. Angles y and f (see Fig. 7)
between the VIEW vector and that line can be computed

as follows:

y ¼ arctan
dx

fx

� �
;

f ¼ arctan
dy

fy

� �
;

where fx and fy is the focal length, measured in

horizontal and vertical pixels, respectively. Those values

were computed during the calibration process, dx and dy

are the horizontal and vertical distances in pixels

between the principal point on the image (computed

Fig. 6. Drawing a 3D polygon.

Fig. 7. Reconstruction of a 3D point from a pixel.
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during calibration), and the pixel given by the user.

From those angles, the VIEW vector can be rotated with

respect to UP and with respect to RIGHT in order to

obtain the line. Afterwards, the intersection of this line

with plane Z ¼ 0 defines the 3D point we were looking

for.

Following this process, the user can draw over the

background image a 3D polygon, which will be the local

scene. It is her responsibility to define the behavior of

the local scene in front of light. In the current

implementation, our system gives an approximation of

the color of the local scene using the background image.

This is just a preliminary value, but it is enough, as the

compositing of the final image is done in a special way

shown later. The user has to decide the type of material

of the local scene from those materials defined by

RADIANCE (plastic, metal, etc.) [22] and its para-

meters (specularity, roughness). Most surfaces can be

described by means of the material of RADIANCE

named plastic.

The result of this step is one or more 3D polygons and

their materials, defined in RADIANCE format.

5.4. Synthetic objects

The user can design the synthetic objects with an

external 3D design system she is familiar with. The only

requirement is that the format of the objects file be

recognized by RADIANCE (i.e. 3DStudio .3ds, .dxf,

etc). A mask of the objects will be needed later.

5.5. Final rendering

The product of this step is the final image. The

information needed is: the background image, a mask of

the objects, a rendering of the synthetic objects and a

rendering of the synthetic objects over the local scene.

The last two images are produced using RADIANCE

with the geometric information defined in the preceding

steps, lit by the light environment defined by the distant

scene. The image of the synthetic objects over the local

scene has to be processed by an anti-aliasing technique

in order to improve the final image integration. The

approach typically used by RADIANCE renders the

image twice or three times larger than needed, then

down-samples it to the required size [22].

Due to the technique that RADIANCE uses to render

the images, it is possible that the images generated

present a pattern as shown in Fig. 8. This happens when

there are high intensity light sources in the distant scene.

Since RADIANCE computes the light arriving at a

point by casting several random rays (ambient rays), it is

possible that two consecutive pixels, that belong to the

same polygon will not be lit by the same intensity of

light, as expected. The scene, as it has been defined, does

not have explicit light sources, so the ambient light is the

only one present in the scene. Therefore, the solution is

to force RADIANCE to take into account the light

sources in the scene.

RADIANCE lets us define the secondary light sources

of a scene, which are a set of polygons used as impostors

to take into account the light emitted by a bright object.

These polygons simulate the light distribution produced

by the object, and will always be taken into considera-

tion in the light computation of any visible point in the

scene. The polygons used as impostors must have the

illum material, as defined by RADIANCE, mkillum is a

tool of RADIANCE that computes the light energy

distribution that exist in a region of the scene and

substitutes it by a geometry defined with the material

illum.

In order to automate the process of definition of the

polygons that will be used as impostors, several views of

the room walls can be rendered. Afterwards, the user

Fig. 8. Artifacts when rendering with a light probe.
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can draw the polygons that contain the light sources.

Those views should be rendered by means of a parallel

perspective, which later will help when converting the

2D coordinates of the pixels marked by the user to 3D

polygons. Fig. 9 shows an example of definition of the

impostors of the ceiling (two pairs of fluorescent tubes

were the only real light sources of the scene).

If the part of the background image occupied by the

synthetic object and the local scene were substituted

directly by their renderings, the resulting image would

not be credible. The boundary between the real part of

the scene and the rendered objects would be visible.

Instead of using traditional digital compositing, we

add to the background image the changes produced by

the synthetic objects. To do so we define a differential

rendering algorithm as follows:

INPUT:

mask: each pixel is 1 if there is a synthetic object, 0

otherwise

local: local scene lit by distant scene

objects: local scene+synthetic objects lit by distant scene

OUTPUT:

final: image

ALGORITHM:

for each pixel (x; y) do
if maskðx; yÞo > 0 then
final (x; y)=objects (x; y)

else

final (x; y)=background (x; y)+objects (x; y)�local
(x; y)
end if

end for

Fig. 10 shows the components used in the differ-

ential rendering process used to generate the image

in Fig. 11. From left to right and top to bottom, the

images are:

(1) Local scene lit by distance scene.

(2) Local scene and synthetic objects lit by distance

scene.

(3) The mask of the synthetic objects

Fig. 9. Defining impostors of the light sources.
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(4) The differences between 1 and 2.

(5) The background image.

The differential rendering inserts in the background

image, apart from the synthetic objects, the shadows and

highlights produced by them (Fig. 12).

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a complete methodology for

integrating photo-realistic synthetic objects into real

scenes. This methodology can achieve a high level of

realism with just a digital camera and a mirrored ball.

We have built a Windows-based application that

integrates all the steps necessary to achieve this goal.

Those steps are image capture, camera calibration, local

scene modeling, distance scene modeling, integration

with the synthetic object and rendering. The main use of

this methodology is special effects applied to advertise-

ment, cinema and computer games.

Our methodology is applicable only to static scenes,

although it can be easily extended to scenes with

animated synthetic objects. Dynamic scenes and/or

shots where the point of view of the camera changes

introduce several problems, which must be tackled in the

future. Some of those problems are time registration,

camera position surveying, and reducing the computa-

tional cost of the process, among others.

We are designing a new system that will allow us to

improve the quality of the resulting images. In order

to achieve that, it is important to simulate the changes

that synthetic objects produce in the nearby areas

of the scene, and not just in their support plane. This

will allow us, for example, to modify the appearance

of the real objects near the synthetic ones. We would

also like to extract information from the photographs

used in the calibration process. As seen throughout

this paper, the part of the real scene that will be modified

has to be modeled and, therefore, we need to estimate

its geometry and material properties. We think that

Fig. 10. Components of the differential rendering.
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it is possible to take advantage of the photographs

used for calibration. We also think that we can use

some input from the user to extract the objects to be

modeled. From this information, a simple geometric

model and a set of textures can be extracted. We

hope this will allow us to produce better models of

the real scene.
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